A reliable, secure
cloud based
fax solution

Fenestrae SDX offers intelligent data capture and digitization of paper documents, fax, and email attachments.
Integrate business data into existing systems, workflows, and processes with a highly optimized platform.
Modular in design, components can be mixed and matched to meet any deployment requirements all with
secure end to end processing, logging, and management options for regulatory compliance.

FENESTRAE SDX CLOUD SERVICE OFFERS SEVERAL ADVANTAGES, INCLUDING:

Enterprise Technology

Fenestrae SDX comes with all the benefits of our well
known and loved Faxination on premise and more.

Scalability

Companies can modify their number of fax numbers with
a simple request to Fenestrae, without disrupting their
cloud faxing service. This contrasts with the extensive
planning and investment of upgrading an on-premise fax
service. Deployment is also seamless.

Compliance

Transferring the responsibility of your servers to Fenestrae
allows your company to ensure faxes comply with leading
regulations, supported by Microsoft 365 compliance
options.

Price

Paying a fee based on usage and capacity for a secure;
scalable and compliant cloud faxing service, for many
companies, is considered an advantage.

Hardware and Software
Requirementsce

No hardware, rackspace, or software maintenance
contracts, making your solution location independent.
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Technical Resources

The requirement of minimal company resources is
another contrasting advantage of using Fenestrae SDX
cloud. By entrusting Fenestrae specialists to manage and
maintain your servers, and receiving 24/7 support for any
issues, your IT department can focus on other tasks.

Service Level Agreement

Providing high availability is a significant benefit of Fenestrae
SDX. The Fenestrae SDX Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
include a 99.9 percent uptime assurance, as well as
geographic redundancy to ensure that downtimes are
minimized. This level of redundancy is often difficult for
SMBs to achieve.

Tools

Incorporating tools into on-premise faxing services
requires time, resources, and skill. Choosing Fenestrae
SDX provides your company access to a range of tools that
expedite these processes. Examples of features include
SMPT; MFP support; email to fax; API options; web fax and
more.

Ease of Management

Your company/cloud site will have their own management
portal to manage and control their fax numbers and users.

Integrations

Fenestrae SDX support various methods for integrations
with your current infrastructure, as connectivity to your
local PBX; SIP-connections; user management, and
number management, so you can stay in control and with
minimum need for changing your current infrastructure.

Security

Fenestrae SDX support best methods for security and
encryption for data in transit and in storage, we are
experienced with handling Personal Health Information,
Credit Cards Data and Secret Recipes.

Easy to use

Fenestrae SDX has been designed for the user experience
to be quick and easy.

Simple Deployment

Deployment can be achieved within a day or two at most.

Trial

Fenestrae SDX has a trial which can be activated easily for
you to test.
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